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! !!!!!!!
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO DISEMBODIED HEAD  !

 Disembodied Head is a collection of five distinct intermedia works that each utilize 

new technologies and performance in varied ways to look at the separation anxiety and 

desires of the body and mind at a moment of disconnect.  Each piece in the collection delves 

into a specific aspect of this concept, such as the mind struggling to master the body, the 

mind needing the body to carry out its will, and the body needing the mind to move it.  The 

work examines what happens when the natural connection of the mind and body is inhibited 

by a factor like Alzheimer’s, which inhibits the mind, or spinal injury, which causes 

paralysis of the body.  The work also looks at moments of interconnectivity and separation 

that occur when the human body and mind interact with and/or develop a dependence upon 

technologies such as machines.   

 For centuries humans have debated the exact definition of the body and mind and the 

capacity in which they relate to each other.  As an artist I do not propose to have an answer 

to these complex questions.  However, I do find it important to creatively express pertinent 

issues surrounding the role and evolution that both mind and body play as we enter the 

twenty-first century.  On one hand, I would agree with The American Heritage Dictionary’s 

definitions of mind as, “the human consciousness that originates in the brain and is 
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manifested especially in thought, perception, emotion, will, memory, and imagination,”  and 1

of body as, “the physical part of a person.”   On the other hand, I believe that the advent of 2

new technologies the definitions and roles of the body and mind are becoming blurry and 

shifting into uncharted territories.  As an artist, my interest in developing Disembodied 

Head was to examine these contemporary issues by fusing multiple art practices and 

technologies to establish a personal aesthetic and methodology.  As a composer, musician, 

artist, and, first and foremost, a human being, I feel that some of the most important 

questions to inquire through art involve what we are and what we are becoming.  Through 

moments of disconnect, or imbalance between mind and body, an enlightening opportunity 

to re-evaluate ourselves and update the operating system we adhere to may occur.        

 Along with the different questions, issues, and subtexts, each piece is made distinct 

through the specific technological process used to deliver the intended concept.  In 

Disembodied Head #1, I relied upon wireless networks. Parts #2, #3, and #4 were made 

possible through three forms of performer and computer interactivity.  Finally, Part #5 was a 

multimedia installation work made possible through electro-mechanical technology.  A 

photograph of each of the five pieces can be seen in Figures 1-5 of the Appendix.  

 What unifies the five Disembodied Head pieces is the use of a computer-animated 

head.  This head, or heads, as the case may be, is used as a symbol for the human mind and 

its quest to become one with its missing physical body.  The physical performers in #2 

through #4 and the sculpture in #5 appear to be headless and to represent the human body.  
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Together, the animated head and the headless performers and sculpture are presented as 

symbols for the technological drive of our society to unite the “virtual” world of the mind 

with the corporeal world of the body.    

Because the five pieces involve a unique set of technologies and skills I hereafter 

discuss each piece separately within its own chapter of this thesis, beginning with 

Disembodied Head #1.  In each of these chapters I devote a section to the concept, 

description, process, and technology used. I also devote an additional chapter to assess my 

artistic influences on the project as a whole, and finally conclude by assessing the 

shortcomings and success of Disembodied Head.   

!
!
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! !!!
CHAPTER 2: DISEMBODIED HEAD #1 

Concept/ Description:  !
Disembodied Head #1 is in essence a prelude to the other four parts in the series.  

This piece was a performance as well as an installation originally created for fifteen 

computers and monitors in the Prieto Lab at Mills College.   Each computer monitor 3

displayed an animated head, as part of a choir, singing about its longing for a physical body.  

Each monitor displayed one of four different vocal arrangements intended for soprano, alto, 

tenor, and bass.  During the performance, a conductor, or “master” computer, sent data via 

wireless transmission to the subsequent performers or “slave” computers.  The conductor 

could control the tempo, pitches, and text sung by the other computer heads. I wrote and 

conducted a musical score with which I could control the rate of transmitting the musical 

data to the “slave” computers.   

The concept for Disembodied Head #1 can best be interpreted through the text of the 

singing heads (Figure 6). The heads expressively sing about their dreams to participate in 

activities such as shopping at Wal-Mart, drinking eggnog, dancing like a ballerina, and 

swimming.  For example, one of the heads sings: 

I have many desires/ I would like to purchase and consume eggnog for Christmas; 

however, my circuits do not allow for liquid interaction/ Besides I have no way of 
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getting to the Wal-Mart unless I can get the proper type of power generator/ These 

are some of the hardships that I endure not having a body/ I am sad.  

!
The expressive human qualities the computer was programmed to evoke were 

intended to provoke observers to anthropomorphize the computer.  The observers know well 

that the computer is a machine that was just programmed to act human, but the question still 

arises, is it possible for a computer to think and feel like a human mind?  In the case of the 

animated head, the questions posed to its viewer are, can a computer desire a physical body 

and does the viewer know where a body can be found?  

One tactic that I used to make the humanness of the computers more convincing was 

to have multiple heads singing on separate monitors rather than on a single monitor with 

four heads.  Because communication is an important part of being human, using the wireless 

network to have the computers “communicate” to each other increased the anthropomorphic 

qualities associated with the animations.  At certain times the musical score allowed the 

heads to collectively join in a chorus, while at other times the heads traded off and on 

during the verses. This added layer of complexity again reiterated the human capacities of 

communication and interaction. 

!
 Technology/ Process: !

The first step in the making of Disembodied Head #1 was the creation of the 

animated head.  To do so, I video taped actress April O’ Henry performing a variety of 

emotions for the camera.  Her emotions were conveyed through angry, bored, excited, sad, 
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sensual, and casual monologues.  I took the footage and then edited, labeled, and saved 

individual frames of video as JPEGs using Apple’s iMovie software. Each JPEG was 

imported into Adobe Photoshop where it was filtered by altering the overall brightness, hue, 

and saturation.  In addition, I pasted pop star Madonna’s eyes, eye sockets, eyebrows, and 

lips in place of April’s features to further create a disjointed physical representation.  With 

each frame, I shifted Madonna’s features to shift the gaze and mouth of the animated head.  

The final result seemed partly animated, partly human.   

The next step was to figure out how to play back the animated frames using Cycling 

74’s Max/MSP software.   This was achieved by calling the frames from the hard drive of a 4

computer via the standard Max/MSP FPIC object and a METRO.  To activate the different 

emotional states of the animated head, I created a series of lists displayed as a UBU Menu 

bar allowing the user to scroll and easily navigate through the frames during the initial 

testing phase of the piece.   

After I was able to control the head’s motion on the screen, it was necessary to give 

it a singing voice.  This was done using an external object called LSpeak created by Peter 

Elsea at the University of California, Santa Cruz.  The Lspeak object allows written text to 

be translated to the speech manager of the Apple computer.  It also accepts commands for 

changing the relative pitch, speed, and personality of the voice being used.  In this case I 

chose the voice named Kathy because it is a female voice with a large vocal range.   

At this point in the process I was experimenting with only one computer singing one 

part.  However, what I wanted to achieve was a multi-computer chorus, with each member 

singing one of the four traditional SATB (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass) choral parts.  In order 
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for the computers to be in sync with each other it was necessary to network all of the 

computers.  To do this I used the Open Sound Control protocol and the OTUDP external 

object written by Matt Wright at the University of California, Berkeley. I then decided to 

develop a patch with which I could interchange different musical “scores” while testing out 

and practicing the piece.   Essentially I needed to develop two different types of patches, 

one which would be the “master,” or the conductor patch, and the other which would be the 

“slave,” or performer patch.   

The “master” patch contained the machine information (IP addresses and port 

numbers) of the “slave” machines, in addition to all of the musical data (Figure 7).  The 

musical information was comprised of separate lists of data including the voices (Soprano, 

Alto, Tenor, Bass), text, relative pitch, and speed or duration of a single word (Figure 8).  

The information was saved in a COLL object and then unpacked and routed to the proper 

performer or “slave” objects.   

The “slave” patch was essentially the container for the incoming information.  

Within the “slave” patch were the animated frames and objects required for routing the 

incoming information and activating the speech manager.  Since not all of the computers in 

the lab had Max/MSP, I developed the “slave” patch as a stand-alone application that could 

be installed in an executable format onto each computer.   

!
Music: !

As previously stated, I assigned each head one of the traditional SATB choir roles.  

Because of the horseshoe placement of the computers in the Prieto Lab, I opted to mix the 
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roles of the choir physically, rather than choosing a more traditional arrangement of singers.  

Just as in a human choir, I noticed that certain computer models had superior levels of 

volume and clarity to their voices. For this reason, I tried to balance the strengths and 

weaknesses of the computers in the room to have one complete sounding group.   

I proceeded via trial and error to create the pitch and tonality of the composition.  At 

first, I attempted to write in the style of Bach using his “rules” of four-part writing.   This, 5

however, proved to be very difficult because the speech manager pitches were relative, thus 

making it hard to emulate such techniques as leading tones resolving in dominant-seventh 

chords.  Acknowledging this limitation, I concentrated on the spatialization and density of 

voices in the room.  For example, the main refrain, “Where did my body go?” would repeat 

with all of the voices actively singing a chord, whereas specific statements of the heads like, 

“One day I woke up in the computer pod,” were assigned to individual heads.  I found this 

method effective because the audience always had to be engaged in the piece in order to 

hear and see where the voice was coming from.  It is also worth noting that a head would 

move only when it was singing; otherwise, it would remain still.  The heads themselves also 

expressed changes in emotional states throughout the text.  For example, when the verse, “I 

am sad,” was sung, the heads would collectively emote sadness.   

!
!
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! !!!
CHAPTER 3: DISEMBODIED HEAD #2 

Concept/ Description:   !!
Disembodied Head #2 utilized live performance, video, animation, interactivity, and 

sound to show the desire of the mind to be in control of the body.   Throughout the piece, 6

custom-built motion tracking hardware and software activated layers of video, animated 

projections, and sound.  A live dancer, costumed to be a headless performer, represented a 

physical body while the animated head represented the body’s mind.  Together, the mind 

and body sought to become one complete unit as both performers interacted with each other 

on stage and on screen.  Stemming from the thoughts and feelings of the mind in 

Disembodied Head #1, Disembodied Head #2 focused on the animated mind trying to find 

and become one with its missing body. 

Throughout the piece, the headless performer ran on top of a floor sensor that 

controlled the speech, facial expressions, speed, and sound of the animated head, as well as 

the accompanying soundtrack and video.  For this reason, the animated head seemed to be 

chasing after the performer on stage.  With every step the performer took, the audience 

could see and hear the head speaking such phrases as, "Please wait,” "Come back," "I need 

you," and, "We are one" (Figure 9).  When the performer rested from exhaustion, the 

soundtrack expressed heavy breathing and the head exhibited frustration. 
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Disembodied Head #2 lasted for approximately fifteen minutes, enabling the viewer 

to observe the separation anxiety resulting from the incongruity between the animated head 

and performer.  The unpredictable variations between the actions and durations of the 

performer’s running and resting states also fully illustrated the interactivity of the piece — 

how the performer controlled the technology. 

!
Technology/ Process: !!

The making of Disembodied Head #2 required many different types and applications 

of technology.  These technologies included custom-built hardware, software, as well as 

video, animations, and sound.  One of the first steps in creating the work was to make a 

floor sensor by which the performer could interact with the computer.  The floor sensor was 

created from an Interlink Electronics FSR strip (Force Sensing Resistor) housed in a piece 

of masonite, foam core, and white fabric.  The sensor was soldered to a 150-foot shielded 

speaker wire that ran from the stage of the Mills College Concert Hall to the mixing board 

where an 867mhZ PowerBook G4 computer was located.  The speaker wire was then 

connected to the input of a Basic Stamp II microprocessor made by Parallax.  

The microprocessor took the analog input of the sensor and converted the force 

information to MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) data.  I built an RC Time circuit 

(Figure 10) on a Parallax Board of Education prototyping board and programmed the 

microcontroller (Figure 11) using the PBASIC programming language.   This process 7
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required a PBASIC tokenizer library  and a DB9 Keyspan serial adapter (USA19) in order 8

to interface the microcontroller with the sensor and computer. The microcontroller 

converted the incoming data from the sensor to MIDI note-on and note-off data in “real 

time.” This data was then sent from the Basic Stamp II to a MIDIman MIDIsport 2x2 USB 

device to interface with a PowerBook G4. 

I wrote a Max/MSP/Jitter program to interpret the MIDI data and activate the video, 

animation, and sound (Figure 12).  When the performer applied two seconds or less of 

pressure to the sensor mat, the microcontroller sent a MIDI note-on message to Max/MSP/

Jitter.  This note would make the animation move forward one frame, thus moving the 

animated head’s features.  Additionally, the note triggered the computer to play back one 

word of text that was stored as a soundfile inside of a buffer.  The note-on message also 

signaled the background video to run. When the performer remained on the mat for more 

than two seconds, thus in a resting state, a MIDI note-off was sent to the computer, causing 

the head to loop a series of frames resembling sad, bemused, or angry expressions.  The 

signal triggered an audio buffer of heavy breathing and paused the playback of the 

background video. 

The animated head and the background video were superimposed by using a 

chroma-key technique.  The animation was from the same footage used in Disembodied 

Head #1.  The background video was new footage shot on Mini-DV tape in Chinatown, 

Oakland.  To shoot the footage, a camera was mounted to the back of a mountain bike and 

covered to hide it from view of pedestrians on the street.  I wanted to capture the long 
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continuous shots of Chinatown with its activities and bright colors, to create a feeling of 

“otherness” imposed behind the lost head and running body.  The idea of creating an 

otherness with the video came from techniques that Orson Welles used in his classic films 

like Touch of Evil.  In this particular film he shot specific scenes in parts of Tijuana to give 

femme fatale Susan Vargas (an American) a further sense of being lost and trapped in a 

foreign landscape.  9

The background footage was edited in iMovie and then converted to a 640 by 480 

QuickTime Movie using a PhotoJPEG codec at 15fps (Frames Per Second).  After many 

hours of experimenting with different sizes, codecs, and frame rates, I found that this 

combination was the best for live performance.  By being efficient in programming Max/

MSP/Jitter, I was able to use a relatively “expensive” video file given my computer’s 

processor capabilities.  In case of a computer crash, a sudden loss of frames, or a 

malfunction in the sensor mat, I created a backup section of the patch that allowed me to 

instantly take control and reroute incoming data by using the computer keyboard’s ASCII 

characters to trigger the patch.      

The sound clips of the text were recorded from the computer’s speech manager 

directly into Digidesign’s Pro Tools and saved as 16 Bit Mono AIFFs.  I chose to do this 

instead of using the Speech Manager during the performance (as I did in Disembodied Head 

#1) to save CPU bandwidth.  By creating buffers for playback, the patch was more 

responsive in tracking the head to the performer’s running.  The sound effect of the 

breathing was also recorded in a similar manner.   
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The additional music was composed and recorded by the artist Zemi 17 (Taylor 

Kuffner).  I discovered the music at a rehearsal and felt that it was the perfect fit for the 

piece.  I had thought about writing the music but upon hearing Zemi 17, I decided that its 

low-end, bass-heavy driving drum beats and electronic noises fit well beneath the mid and 

high ranges of the animated head’s speech.  Also the high energy of the music fit the 

physical demands of the headless performer. 

During the event, Pauline Jennings, the headless performer, ran on stage for 

approximately fifteen minutes.  During this time she was allowed to take as many rests, at 

any length, as needed.  It was important for me to have her movement obviously be 

controlling aspects of the piece.  I also wanted to create feedback between her running and 

the head’s reactions.  For example, the faster she ran the more interaction and 

“communication” would transpire between her and the animated head.  Through the use of 

the sensor mat, I think that we accomplished this task.   

In Disembodied Head #2, I also collaborated with Amy Nielson on the costuming 

and lighting design for the piece.  The costuming was important, as the piece required that 

the neck covering extend over the head of the performer.  This “mask” had to be durable 

enough to withstand fifteen minutes of physical activity while allowing some visibility for 

the performer.  We also had an all-white, headless, footless, and handless Baltog unitard 

custom-made for the piece.  The all-white unitard was necessary to display the form of the 

human body, without the distraction of patterns or colors.    

The lighting was critical because I wanted both the performer and the video screen 

to be equally visible to the viewer.  To achieve this balance we used a combination of side-

lights and a touch of overhead lighting with blue filters to wash out shadows and create a 
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glow on stage.  The role of the lighting would become even more important in Disembodied 

Head #3. 

!
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!! !!
CHAPTER 4: DISEMBODIED HEAD #3 

Concept/ Description: !
In Disembodied Head #3 the concept switched from that of the mind desiring the 

body, to that of the body desiring the mind.   In this piece the role of the interactivity 10

between the performer and the technology was therefore reversed; the performer (body) was 

now running after the animated head.  The interactivity between the performer and the 

technology demonstrated the disembodiment between the performer and the head.  In both 

instances, the corporeal performer and its virtual head and/or technology were capable of 

interacting in real time, but failed to fully unite. The piece was not only an attempt to utilize 

motion-tracking technology, but to deliver a statement to the audience about a moment of 

disconnect between the physical (body) and the cognitive (animated head).  When the two 

are separated, each longs for the other, yet each has difficulty locating the other.  There is an 

endless yearning for balance between the two, which is also representative of something I 

strive for regarding the integration of technology with performance. 

The technology in Disembodied Head #3 directed how the performer responded to 

the video environment.  Projected video environments of a lush forest, a narrow alleyway, a 

busy street intersection, and complete darkness served as the backdrop for the wandering 

headless performer.  The performer, in attempting to interact with these virtual 
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environments, adapted the direction and quality of her running to the physical limitations 

implied by each environment.  I operated a joystick to control and select from all four of the 

environments.  I also controlled the 360° panning and zooming of the environments, as well 

as the panning of four quadraphonic soundscapes.  To assist in creating four different 

environments, the lighting designer improvised with distinct preset lighting designs, 

reflective of the four video environments. 

!
Technology/ Process: !

The technology and process of creating Disembodied Head #3 relied upon different 

types of sensors and movement-mapping techniques to facilitate the creation of a seamless 

interactive environment. The first and most difficult step was to create virtual environments 

that could be controlled in real time.  To do this, Pauline Jennings and I both did extensive 

research into creating QTVR (QuickTime Virtual Reality Video) videos.  The first problem 

we encountered was trying to composite hundreds of digital photographs representing a 

360° physical space.  For example, we took many digital photographs from a single vantage 

point at Redwood Park in Oakland and tried to match and compile them using Adobe 

Photoshop.  Because of the forest’s countless branches and leaves, it was nearly impossible 

to create the seamless, composited picture needed to create a 360° QTVR.  Another 

significant problem we encountered was trying to capture the three-dimensionality of a 

physical space and convert it into a two-dimensional photographic representation.  To 

compensate for the lack of perspective in a traditional photograph, it became apparent that 

we needed to create a parabolic effect.  Although it was too costly to purchase the ideal 
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parabolic lens for a camera, we were lucky to find a disposable Kodak panoramic camera 

that had similar features.  Using this camera made it possible to capture a larger surface 

area, while bending the photograph to match the vertical curvature of a three-dimensional 

dome as if observed from a single observation point in space (Figure 13).   

I chose the environments to be replicated in digital format based on their varied 

textures and densities.  I made these choices to encourage interesting corresponding 

movement by the performer.  I first chose Butano State Park for its bright green ferns and its 

dense thick foliage.  The second place was an alleyway in San Francisco’s Chinatown, due 

to its narrow pathway and limited movement choices.  The last place we photographed was 

an intersection in San Francisco’s North Beach area, chosen for its multiple streets, people, 

and vantage points.  After developing the film, we compiled and arranged the photos to 

create one large PhotoJPEG for each environment. 

Taking the composite PhotoJPEG and converting it into the QTVR software was 

also problematic.  The program was far more complex than we had expected and it took 

many weeks to figure out because of the numerous ways possible to add dimensionality to 

the QTVR.  Some of the factors that went into programming the QTVR were the size, tilt, 

degree of panning, frames, field of view ranges, and VR nodes.  Fortunately, once the 

QTVRs were finished, I discovered that Max/MSP/Jitter supported their playback. 

After creating the environments, I focused on finding a way to control the panning 

and field of view of each video.  First, I created a video-tracking device in Jitter that worked 

well, but only under ideal lighting conditions.  Considering the dynamic stage-lighting that I 

wanted, I soon eliminated this option.  I then began looking at ways to manually track the 

performer and found that the Logitech Dual Action USB joystick controller suited this 
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function.  In order to use the joystick controller with Max, I had to find the external object 

called Hi (Human Interface) by Adam Schabtach.  With this object I could poll the 

controller every 44 milliseconds and route the X-axis, Y-axis, and other various buttons to 

different objects in my patch (Figure 14).  To control panning of the QTVR I mapped the 

controller data by using Cartesian to polar coordinates deriving an angle expressed as pi-

radians.  By multiplying the stream of data by π and then multiplying the result by 180.0 I 

was able to get degrees corresponding to that of the QTVR.  I also used a subpatch created 

by North Pitney, a graduate student and multimedia artist at the California College of the 

Arts, which contained a series of algorithms needed to smooth out severe degree changes.  

To control the field of view (zoom in and zoom out) of the QTVR I mapped the data from 

the X-axis on the controller to enable smooth transitions and control during a performance.    

 The choices of video environment and subsequent soundscape to be played were 

triggered by the buttons on the joystick.  At each location where the photographs were 

taken, I also recorded the sounds of the environment.  To create a three-dimensional effect 

with the sound, similar to creating the three-dimensional effect of the QTVR, I diffused a 

stereo sound file through four discrete speakers in the Mills College concert hall.  To link 

the sound with the changes of panning and field of view in the video, I programmed part of 

the patch with an external called RVBAP, developed by Olaf Matthes.  By experimenting 

with different azimuth, elevation, spreading, and distances of the projected sound I came up 

with a set way to define all the loudspeakers in the space according to the parameters of the 

patch.  I sent the four channels from Max/MSP/Jitter through an 828 MOTU Firewire 

interface out to four separate channels of the mixing board.  The overall “distance” or 

volume of each speaker was scaled from the joystick controller’s field of view or X-axis.  
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Ultimately, the three-dimensionality of the QTVR and soundspace intrinsically linked up 

and was controllable in real time via the USB joystick controller. 

In addition to the environmental sounds, I wrote and recorded a sound composition 

to play back during the piece.  The composition was minimal and featured a cello recording 

performed by Jessica Catron and electronics created by myself, that were combined and 

edited in Pro Tools. The cello parts were mostly performed with extended techniques such 

as the col legno, jete, col legno battuto, and harmonic glissandos. The recording had many 

silences to give the piece room to breathe with its already full visual and auditory viewer 

experience. The stereo recording was played from a CD player and diffused in the space 

evenly through all four speakers.  The environmental soundscapes and CD were both mixed 

live to create a seamless sound world.   

Again Pauline Jennings choreographed and performed the piece.  We discussed the 

basic theme and purpose of the piece and how to exaggerate the physical body searching for 

its head.  The extreme physical activity, running in this case, showed the true power of the 

body.  We also discussed that the direction of the running and movement would change 

according to which environment was being displayed on the video screen.  Because 

Pauline’s head was covered and she could not see the screen, the sound cued her as to which 

environment was being projected.  Additionally, during the projected darkness, Pauline 

would stop running and the audience could hear the sound of the animated head’s voice 

moving around the room through the loudspeakers.  When the lights would come back on, 

Pauline would continue her quest to find her head.   

Thus, the lighting also played an important role in the piece.  Amy Nielson devised 

four set lighting designs corresponding to each environment.  Via wireless headsets, I cued 
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Amy in advance of each environment change.  Again, the lighting choices suited the 

environments that were being projected.  For example, during the video environment of the 

woods, Amy scattered light on the stage.  For the alley, she used two side-lights to 

strengthen the narrow left and right directions the performer would run.  For the busy 

intersection, Amy used more light to show the activity of the city street.  The onscreen and 

onstage darkness demonstrated the perspective of the body looking for the head.  Because 

the body has no eyes, the dark room brings the audience into her lost and isolated 

perspective.   

!
!
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! !!!
CHAPTER 5: DISEMBODIED HEAD #4 

Concept/ Description: !
Disembodied Head #4 explored the global desire for unity between mind and body.   11

Previously, the focus of the series had been on one particular head and body.  However, it 

became apparent to me that some audience members thought the piece focused on feminism 

and other woman-centered issues, given that the one head and body belonged to a female.  

Because this was never my intention with the work, I found it important to add additional 

characters to reconfirm the universal symbolism within the piece.  Disembodied Head is not 

about a specific character, but about all of humanity.  It was important for me to show in this 

piece that both male and female genders have similar quests to be one in body and mind.  I 

see this piece as having eliminated the claim that the series was woman-centered while 

exploring my artistic representation of pertinent questions facing the twenty-first century.  

Among these questions is how we define a human.  As stated in the introduction, I believe 

the answer to this question has been evolving as a result of technology and how we, as 

humans, have come to accept, interact with, or struggle against, various technologies in our 

lives.   

With an ever-growing number of communication devices, such as wireless PDAs, 

remote surgery, and video teleconferencing, humans are achieving new methods of “virtual” 

physical connection over long distances.  As physical weakness makes it more difficult to 
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execute to our mind’s commands, technological weakness similarly leads to lost packets of 

digital information as it is streamed through a vast sea of networks. 

Therefore, in Disembodied Head #4, I devised multiple animated heads and physical 

bodies collectively searching for each other.  Each equipped with a cane, the performers ran, 

fell, and tottered on the stage, thereby synching with animated heads that appeared and 

disappeared.  The heads were seen interspersed with a fuzzy, out of focus video of the 

Pacific Ocean to symbolize the universal and collective search of humans to find balance 

and wholeness through the use of technology.  The ocean image split the screen into half 

sand and half water creating a visual relationship that further exemplified this desire for 

balance. 

!
Technology/ Process:  !!
 The first step of the process to depict Disembodied Head #4 was to create a number 

of animated heads.  To do this I videotaped performers Jason B. Jones, Shawn Irwin, Claire 

Flahive, Pauline Jennings, Nicole Zvarik, Dena Bermann and myself.  I then imported the 

heads into iMovie from which I could export single frames in JPEG format.  To transform 

the photographs to a more animated stylization, I imported and processed the JPEGs in 

Adobe Photoshop CS.  Photoshop CS has an intelligent matching device that could take the 

early images of April (Disembodied Head #1) and adjust the colors to the most recent 

photographs.  This allowed for a similar quality in all of the animated heads.  Photoshop CS 

also has an intelligent batch processor that collaborator Pauline Jennings and I programmed 

to automate changes in color balance, cutoff filters, brightness and saturation points.   
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 After the single animated frames were complete they were then compiled and 

exported as uncompressed QuickTime movies.  This enabled the next series of steps, 

leading to the final result of multiple animated heads superimposed and moving in space.  

Once the animations and initial movies were complete, the phase involving the recording of 

each head’s movement began.  The four movement possibilities for each of the heads were 

rotation (turning of the head), location in the video space, zoom (the size of the head), and 

flicker (adding dissolve to the head).  The goal of animating the heads to exhibit these four 

attributes was to simultaneously synchronize their movements to those of the live 

performers on stage. The choreography of the animated heads and “live headless” 

performers was based on dialogues with Pauline Jennings.  We discussed creating a piece 

containing sporadic moments of uniformity followed by moments of visual dissonance.  

This was influenced by seeing One Flat Thing, a dance directed by William Forsythe for the 

Frankfurt Ballet, performed at UC Berkeley in 2004.  In the program notes, Dana Caspersen 

describes the dance as, “A pack of bodies raging with alacrity, whipping razor-like in 

perilous weaves, in a hurtling intelligence.”    The challenge in creating this type of energy 12

and quality in Disembodied Head #4 was inventing a method to make animated heads move 

and interact in two-dimensional video space in a way similar to the live performers’ 

behavior and movements in a three-dimensional physical space.  In order to achieve this 

mapping of the “virtual” with the physical, I created four additional rules for the 

choreographer.  These rules were as follows: 
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1) As a performer is moving upstage, the animated head must move to the top of 

the screen. Conversely, if the performer is moving downstage, the head must 

move to the bottom of the video space. 

2) As a performer is moving upstage, the head size must get smaller.  Conversely, 

as the performer is moving downstage, the head must get larger. 

3) The head must move to the left when the performer is moving stage right and to 

the right when the performer is moving stage left. 

4) The head must rotate in the same direction as the performer is turning on the 

stage. 

Originally, one method that I had envisioned to easily achieve these choreographic goals 

was to use motion tracking on the performers and map their movements to those of the 

animations.  However, because of the number of animated heads (seven in total) and 

limitations of the available technology, I opted to prerecord the video and sound. Thus, the 

performers had to learn movement mimicking the heads.  For this method to work, it was 

necessary to record each head separately in real time, composite the images, and then play 

all of them back in one video.  Therefore, each head had to be scored, or written out 

graphically, notating each second of the piece to ensure the correct synchronization. Pauline 

completed a meticulous mapping process using multiple Microsoft Excel and PowerPoint 

files to choreograph both the physical performers and the animated heads (Figures 15-17). 

 While each head was being choreographed, a series of Max/MSP Jitter patches 

allowed a user to control speech, rotation, X and Y-axes movement, and zooming of the 

animated heads.  The first step involved recording the animations of the heads with the 

prerecorded, computer-emulated dialogs, thereby giving them the appearance of talking.  
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The text spoken by the heads (Figure 18), as in the other pieces, is emblematic of the mind’s 

longing to unite with its body.  Phrases such as, “I wish I could go marching with you in the 

parade but my extension cord will not reach Union Square,” and, “The dog keeps barking at 

me to take him for a walk.  However, this is not possible because I cannot unplug myself, 

put on his leash, and take him outside.  I guess I will have to stay put and hope he doesn't 

shit on the carpet,” were meant to be absurd, yet realistic accounts of hardships one could 

face if lacking the ability to use one’s body.  The text itself was recorded using the 

computer’s speech manager and was edited in Pro Tools.  The peak amplitude of the text 

soundfiles, as analyzed through an analog to digital converter, triggered the frames of the 

QuickTime movie within a Max/MSP patch (Figure 19).  The result was a video and audio 

recording of the talking heads that would serve as the starting point for further digital 

manipulation.     

The second step was to take the talking heads and rotate them according to the 

choreographic score.  This was executed with a computer mouse.  The X and Y coordinates 

of the mouse were tracked and then routed to a C like expression  object in Max/MSP 13

(Figure 20).   The data, expressed as radians, was used as the theta for the rotation of a 14

center point expressed in the video matrix file.  By adjusting the X and Y offset and anchor 

points of the matrix, it was then possible to rotate the animation a full 360 degrees.  At this 

point in the process there was still a problem filling in the empty space around the heads as 

they moved in the videospace.  This was solved by setting the boundmode of the video 

matrix to clip the edges of the matrix, extending the blue screen background of the heads to 
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encompass any remaining and empty 640 by 480 pixel 4 char matrix cells.  The 

choreographer could then rotate the head to the desired clockwise or counter clockwise 

position while counting the steps to a metronome set at 60 beats per minute ensuring all 

heads would be in synch for the compositing process.   

 After recording the rotations, moving the head and zooming in the video were 

performed by both the chorographer and myself.  To save time and disk space, two 

computers were networked using the Open Sound Control protocol.  One computer sent the 

X and Y zoom data while the other received the data, performed X and Y anchor points, and 

recorded the result as a QuickTime movie.  Much of the processing was similar to the 

previous step except this time we calculated the change in the center point of the matrix as 

the matrix itself was expanded and diminished with the zoom effect.  This technicality 

caused the heads to undesirably undulate as their size was increased or decreased.  To create 

a smooth zoom, it was integral to use smaller floating-point decimal numbers.  These 

numbers, however, did not completely eliminate the shifting center point scenario.  To 

overcome this, I had to identify and mark each two-hundredth decimal point from 0.0 to 1.0 

of the X and Y anchors, and then determine the corresponding non-linear coordinate for the 

center point.  Once this was achieved, I again used the metronome to provide a steady beat 

to which each head was performed and recorded.       

 After completing the video recording of the head’s movement, I digitally 

manipulated audio recordings of the dialogue.  I wanted the playback of the recorded text to 

spatially match the placement of the heads in the video via quadraphonic sound diffusion in 

the Mills College Concert Hall.  The recording was done by tracking the X and Y 

coordinates of the heads and routing and mapping the data to the Max/MSP Jimmies 
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external object qpan~ (licensed by IRCAM) (Figure 21).  The qpan~ would take a mono 

soundfile of the text and create four independent mono tracks.  I then recorded the resultant 

output into two stereo files with Pro Tools and mixed them with the musical composition.  

During the mixing process I also automated the mute function to match the flickering of the 

heads.  Further automation of volume, compression, and equalization were required to make 

an ideal balance between each of the heads.      

 The background footage for the video was shot at the Pacific Ocean on Mini-DV 

tape and then rendered in Final Cut Pro HD.  As stated earlier, the split screen with the sand 

and water symbolized the balance of the environment in which the heads were dissolving 

and reappearing.  The heads themselves were additionally rendered and chroma-keyed by 

using a blue screen technique similar to that used in Disembodied Head #2.  The result was 

a movie with seven heads and the oceanic background compressed as a 640 by 480 pixel, 20 

fps PhotoJPEG QuickTime movie optimized for playback in Jitter.  The playback for the 

performance also included the playback of two stereo audio buffers that were synched to the 

movie and outputted to a MOTU 828 Firewire audio interface.     

!
Music: !!

The music for Disembodied Head #4 was one of the last steps in finalizing the piece.  

I intentionally left this for the end, wanting to first see how the elements of the video and 

live performance worked in real time.  Because the music was to fit the conceptual 

underpinnings of the piece, I arranged the score to reflect different aspects of 

disembodiness.  For example, the piece opens with the sound of a piano being pushed along 
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a wooden floor with its pedals down to further amplify the vibrations of the strings and 

creaky wood.  This very physical sound represented the physicality associated with the 

piece, especially the mind’s longing for the body.  I incorporated other “concrete” sounds 

such as shoveling gravel and doors slamming to further exemplify the metaphorically 

physical soundscapes.   

At forty-eight seconds, the dramatic music composed by Bronislau Kaper for the 

1946 Orson Welles film The Stranger plays for a brief time before a return to the sound of 

the dragging piano.  Again, at one minute and forty-five seconds, the film music returns and 

the stage lights illuminate the empty space.  These two brief interjections were placed in the 

beginning of the piece to add a sense of absurdity and comedy to the work and to “loosen 

up” the audience.  When the suspenseful music was played, nothing was happening on the 

stage and only a blurry image of the ocean was visible on the projection screen.  This 

created a dramatic mood for a moment in time in which nothing dramatic was happening.  

After these brief interludes, the sound of the piano cut out and the first head and headless 

performer appeared and then collapsed.  In between intervals when performers are active on 

stage, the soundtrack presents the piano dragging accompanied by the sound of a wood 

stove burning in the two front speakers and ocean waves in the two rear speakers of the 

concert hall.  This sonic split matched the split of the ocean and sand in the video.  The fire 

sounds represented the earth and the water sounds represented the ocean.  This motif, which 

was repeated many times throughout the piece, symbolized the balance sought by mind and 

body.  The almost ying/yang relationship of sound and video was always apparent during 

moments when neither head nor body were currently active.  When an animated head and/or 
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body was moving on stage, the balance was disturbed with a deep pulsating bass sound that 

submerged the concreté sounds. 

 I added other concreté sounds, such as a roulette table and the barking dogs, to the 

music not just to symbolize physical gestures but as cues for the performers.  Because the 

performers were not reading from scores or working with a countable sound score, it was 

important to have obvious cues.  However, I did not want to make the cues obvious to the 

audience, so I added extra sounds during which nothing would happen on the stage or on 

the screen.  The cues were used to mark entrances, exits, falling, turning, and limping on the 

stage for either specific people or groups of people.  So the piece would have a seamless 

quality and an overall rhythmic feel, I composed the music to balance out the abrupt cues. 

The musical sounds of the piece, such as the bass, rhythmic and percussive parts, 

synthetic gongs, and high frequency tones enter and exit the soundscapes, building to a 

climactic point when the heads and bodies become separated.  During this thematic and 

dynamic climax, the music reflects the performers’ and heads’ complete use of the stage and 

screen space, by utilizing the quadraphonic soundsystem. The synthetic gongs made circles 

in the space and the high frequency tones entered from the corners of the space while the 

bass stayed focused in the center.  The climax eventually dissolved, giving way to the 

sounds of the ocean and the dragging of the piano.  However, during the last thirty seconds 

of the piece, the dragging piano stops and morphs into the sounds of two ascending C major 

scales panned hard left and right in the front two speakers.  These scales began out of phase 

with each other, then united for a brief second before descending and fading completely to 

silence.  This musical motif reinstates the attempt of mind and body to unite and gives the 
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piece a somewhat uncertain conclusion.  This also mimics the inconclusive movement of 

the two performers who remain circling themselves as the lights and video fade.   

!
Performance and Costumes: 

!
The choreography and performance of the piece utilized the space primarily through 

diagonal, and linear spatial patterns, with a dramatic exception occurring during the climax.  

The list of performers on stage included Bethany Clemen, Justin Gray, Shawn Irwin, Jason 

B. Jones, Amy Nielson, Isabelle Sjahsam, and Nicole Zvarik.  The actual character traits of 

each performer’s walk were developed through a combination of interpreting their animated 

head’s appearance, attitude and vocal properties, as well as from visceral influences drawn 

from film personalities like Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, and “the dude” in the film Big 

Lebowski.  

The costuming, created by Amy Nielson, was designed to have all of the performers 

looking similar yet not too futuristic or vaudevillian.  This was achieved by using white 

Tyvek suits and matching white necks placed over the heads of the performers.  

Furthermore, the all-white Tyvek suits paralleled the white unitard worn in Disembodied 

Head #2 and #3. As in the previous pieces, the costuming accentuated the shape and 

movement of the body without the distraction that colors or designs would have created. 

Each headless performer was also equipped with a black cane.  For the most part, the canes 

were not used to aid the performers but instead served as a symbol for the struggle of a 

physically challenged body trying to carry out the mind’s will. 

!
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!
!

! !!!
CHAPTER 6: DISEMBODIED HEAD #5 

Concept/ Description: 
   

Disembodied Head #5 demonstrated a very different manifestation of the symbology 

used in the previous parts of Disembodied Head.   This piece was a sculptural installation 15

that explored the overall concept of disembodiness as well as how humans interface with 

technology.  Also important was how readily participants projected their own human 

emotions and physical sensations onto the sculpture. By using biometric sensors, a 

participant physically connected his or her life (heartbeat) to the sculpture. I was interested 

in observing whether the participant would create an emotional attachment to an object, 

fully knowing that the object could neither recognize nor reciprocate their emotional and 

physical investment.  Furthermore, the participant was pulled closer to the symbols of mind 

and body I had been using thus far.  In the previous pieces, there was interactivity between 

the head and performer, whereas in Disembodied Head #5 the audience was directly 

involved with the outcome and whether or not the animated head and body could be one.  

Without the aid of the participant this unity could not be accomplished. 

Disembodied Head #5 can be divided into two distinct parts, both of which were 

controlled by an audience member’s heart rate, as measured by a biometric sensor.  By 
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linking the sculpture to this sensor, the participant’s actions gave or withdrew life from the 

sculpture.  The manifestation of this giving or removing of life involved animation, 

robotics, and sound. 

When a participant attached the sensor to their body, the sculpture’s animated head 

(displayed on a computer monitor) began speaking about its need, love, and appreciation of 

the user’s commitment to keeping it alive.  As more time passed, the head grew desperate 

and begged the user to stay, thus preventing it from dying.  While the head was talking, a 

transparent, plastic, mannequin-like body, which was situated below the head, began 

blinking with red LEDs to represent the heart and circulatory system.  If and when the user 

decided to no longer give the animated head life, by removing the heart monitor, the head 

cried and slowly ceased talking until its “death.”  Simultaneously, multiple wires holding 

the body together slackened, causing the body to separate into many pieces. The next time a 

participant chose to interact with the sculpture, the wires tightened, causing the body to 

reform below the animated head, and the whole cycle to begin anew. 

!
Technology/ Process:  !

Creating the physical structure for Disembodied Head #5 took many steps and a 

great deal of trial and error.  I undertook the process primarily in California College of the 

Art’s fall of 2004 class called Interface taught by Barney Hayes, Todd Blair, and Don Day.  

The most difficult and time-consuming step in the process included the design and 

fabrication of the physical structure.  Brainstorming and experimenting with ways to build a 

transparent human-like body, I realized that building the structure from scratch would be too 
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expensive.  Instead, I found a fiberglass transparent female mannequin for sale on the web 

and used the body for the foundation of the project.  Because the body was supposed to 

collapse and then reconnect itself, it was crucial to reinforce it so that the tension from the 

actuators would not break it into pieces.   

The mannequin arrived as a full body, so it was necessary to cut off the arms, legs, 

and head with a hacksaw.  To reinforce the joints where the pieces had been cut, I used Tap 

Plastics General Purpose Plastic Epoxy molded with E-Glass fiberglass fabric.  After adding 

many layers of the fiberglass fabric, I had to drill two holes inside each joint and insert 

aluminum spacers for the cables to run through smoothly.  This was a time-critical process 

that required steady hands and custom-built wire hooking rods to prevent the metal spacers 

from falling into the mannequin’s body.   

Once all the pieces of the mannequin had been sufficiently reinforced, the next step 

was to get the mannequin standing upright on its own.  To do this, I cut and mounted one 

aluminum pole through the left foot of the mannequin and used the factory-installed steel 

pole on the right foot.  I then inserted these poles into a wooden platform that I had 

constructed.  Because there was still a distance between the heel of the foot and the base of 

the platform, it was necessary to cut and drill a piece of maple wood into the base of the 

board and then add silicon epoxy to pad the foot from the shock of the cables being pulled.  

The last step was to string an 80lb. fishing line and run it through the body of the 

mannequin.  This took two people and additional custom hooks to carefully direct the 

fishing wire through the proper holes in the joints of the body.   

Once the fabrication was complete, I spent my time getting actuators to successfully 

tighten the fishing line so that the structure would stand.  After witnessing the power of 
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pneumatics in a lecture by Barney Hayes, I realized that this was the most cost effective 

means of making the installation work.  I purchased two pneumatic pistons and tubing from 

the Triangle in San Jose and found the proper fitting valves for the pneumatics at Bay 

Advanced Technologies.  I connected the pneumatic pistons with the tubing to a manifold 

that received a voltage allowing air to either pass or bypass the pistons.  An air compressor 

and a regulation valve supplied the manifold and piston with air.   

The manifold input was connected to the output of a Making Things Teleo module.  

The module was interfaced with a patch I had written in Max/MSP/Jitter to send a signal 

through the Teleo module to the manifold and on to the actuator (Figure 22).  When the 

piston was activated, it pulled the cables outward, thereby creating tension on the strings 

and bringing the body parts of the mannequin together.  When the piston was deactivated, 

the tension on the strings was released and the body parts collapsed.  The activation of the 

piston was in tandem with the action of the animated head being displayed on a computer 

monitor.   

The remaining aspects of the piece, such as the talking of the animated head and the 

sound, were similar in process to the other previous parts.  The head would try to entice the 

participant to stay with it and keep it “alive.”  The amount of time that the head was active 

controlled the quality of its speech to become more desperate sounding.  When the 

participant decided to depart from the installation, the head would fade to a very dark color 

and the voice would drop in pitch and volume.  Additionally, there was a dramatic shift in 

the background music played throughout the installation.  When the head was “alive” the 

music was cheerful; subsequently, when the head “died” the music became very somber.  
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The music itself was a compilation of samples from Marine marching band music to somber 

Renaissance choral music.     

!
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! !!!
CHAPTER 7: INFLUENCES AND CONTEXT OF DISEMBODIED HEAD 

!
The impetus for Disembodied Head did not occur at any one particular point in time, 

but rather was conceived through a convergence of contemporary arts and cultural 

influences that I encountered throughout my two years at Mills College.  In this chapter, I 

describe the areas of cultural and social constructs that have influenced my 

conceptualization of Disembodied Head. I will also discuss aspects of my design and 

aesthetics as they relate to those of other artists and artworks that I have experienced. 

!
Social Influences: !

As stated earlier in this thesis, Disembodied Head examined the issues surrounding 

moments of disconnect between the body and mind.  Questions surrounding this issue 

interested me due to their relevance in today’s culture.  At this juncture in time, the 

beginning of the twenty-first century, I would argue first that there has been a shift of 

balance in the importance given to the use of the physical human body as opposed to that of 

the human mind.  Second, I would argue that as humans increase their reliance and 

dependence on technology, the way we once defined the human body and mind is rapidly 

changing.  I believe that both of these scenarios are producing new modes of desire and 

anxiety for the self to ultimately attain more control over its own mortality.  By briefly 

looking at findings from the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, and current 
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technological innovations, I will show why I share the same sentiments as artists like 

Stelarc who claims that, “the body is obsolete.”   While uses of the natural human body 16

might be in the process of becoming obsolete, the human mind and intellect has been 

witnessing an expansion only dreamt about in science fiction novels.  In the 1940’s author 

Robert Heinlein wrote about a disabled man teleo-farming from his zero-gravity home in 

outer space to planet earth.  Today speculation has turned into reality as teleo-operations are 

ever present and allowing us to expand the will of our minds to accomplish tasks not 

possible by our bodies alone.  I wanted to capture these issues centering around connectivity 

and disconnectivity with new technologies, and the possible feelings associated with them, 

such as the desires and anxieties of disembodiment in the twenty-first century. 

By looking at the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Outlook Handbook, one 

can see the projected future prospects for jobs in the United States from 2002 through 2012.  

The statistics show a rise in service providing industries such as professional, scientific, and 

technical services, and a decline in goods-producing industries such as agriculture, forestry, 

fishing, and hunting (Figure 23).    These increases and decreases in prospective jobs can, 17

in part, be attributed to technology.  For example, the report states that:  

Declining occupational employment stems from declining industry employment, 

technological advances, changes in business practices, and other factors.  The 

majority of the 20 occupations with the largest numerical decreases are office and 

administrative support and production occupations, which are affected by increasing 
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plant and factory automation and the implementation of office technology that 

reduces the needs for these workers.  18

!
The decrease of goods-producing services is, of course, nothing new. In Great 

Britain during the 1700’s, the birth of the Industrial Revolution led to a turning point in the 

amount of physical labor required for humans to maintain survival.   This turning point can 19

be seen in the lives of people such as farmer and inventor Jethro Tull.  At the beginning of 

his farming career, Tull planted seeds by hand drilling and scattering them on the fields.  

However, in 1701 he invented a machine that could do the sowing without the need for such 

physical work.  Since inventions like Tull’s seeding machine, automation of machinery has 20

further reduced the need of the physical body to work.  Coincidently with a decline in the 

number of goods-producing industries there has been an increase in more “rational” and 

mentally challenging jobs.  To further cite the U.S. Department of Labor, “Three-fourths of 

the job growth in professional and related occupations is expected between computer and 

mathematical occupations; healthcare practitioners and technical occupations; and 

education, training, and library occupations.”    21

Having now entered the Information Age, the majority of populations in modernized 

countries do not have to deal with basic questions of survival and the physical demands 

previously placed on the body from actively hunting and gathering.  As a matter of fact, the 
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demands on our bodies have reduced so much since the Industrial Revolution that 

developments in the Information Age, such as the Internet, satellite television, 

telecommunications, and teleo-operations, have allowed us to shop for foods and other 

commodities at such supermarkets as Safeway and Albertsons with the simple click of a 

button.  22

 In our current culture, so many examples of “virtual” or “bodiless” developments 

being rapidly created raises important questions, including whether there will exist a need 

for the use of the human body in the future.  For example, when looking at developments 

and research in the area of brain stem cells, cloning techniques, or the human genome 

project it might be plausible to one day take the genetic blueprint of Homo sapiens and 

reproduce a human without a “mother” or a physical body.   23

The desire for humans to unlock the mysteries of our existence and to efficiently 

unite our bodies and minds by overcoming sickness, disease, and injury is a paradoxical 

journey.  On one hand, as we come closer to finding cures and ways to keep our bodies 

healthy we find more ways by which we can transcend the inherent limits of our natural 

body, thus changing our idea and definition of the human body.  In 2004, California passed 

Proposition 71, a three billion dollar ballot initiative for embryonic stem cell research.  This 

evidences a desire, by at least Californian citizens, for new research and technologies 

related to stem cells and the overcoming of degenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s and 
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Alzheimer’s.   The irony, however, is that while scientists seek methods to cure these 24

diseases, they are also discovering ways to change what a natural human body is capable of 

becoming.  

  Another relevant question is whether our increasing reliance on these technologies, 

as evidenced by stem cell research and the growth of robotics, will eventually culminate in 

the desire to transform the physical human into a human with cybernetic parts or genetically 

modified parts.  In truth, such a pattern is already emerging through the development of 

prosthetics, exoskeletons, and the genetic testing of unborn babies.   Will we be able to 25

distinguish between our natural human parts and those that are artificial, or will it even 

matter?  These are some of the many questions that have crossed my mind while 

conceptualizing Disembodied Head. 

At the same time that we are making advances at maintaining and improving upon 

physical health and longevity, we are making advances toward eliminating the need to use 

the physical processes of the body altogether.  With the advent of the storing, retrieving, and 

streaming of digital information through the Internet, videophones, and satellites, we can 

send digital representations of ourselves over a series of networks to any location on the 

planet.  These digital representations appear to increase in the amount of data and resolution 

that can be transmitted at “real time” speeds yearly, or even monthly.   From the evolution 26
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of the telephone, which transmitted only audio data, to videophones, that transmit both 

audio and video, to teleo-operation and feedback transmissions, such as local Sutter 

Health’s eICU system,  we are increasingly allowing our physical selves to exist 27

“virtually” in multiple environments.  As Gene Youngblood asserts in his book Expanded 

Cinema, we are going farther into space without having to move at all:     

The first moon landing was the first global holiday in history.  They even mounted 

the camera at an Orson Welles heroic low angle to catch the beautiful Buzz 

Armstrong the Archetypal Spaceman coming down the ladder to recite his historical 

speech: “…one giant step for mankind.”  But few commentators remarked, then or 

later, that mankind hadn’t moved an inch.  No one said how really convenient it was 

to sit there in your home, looking directly at the moon dust, listening simultaneously 

to four or five conversations separated by a quarter-million miles, getting metabolic 

information about Buzz Armstrong in a closed-circuit loop that extended humanity’s 

total brain-eye out around the moon and back.  Who needs telepathy?  28

!
What is quite clear from this passage is that our sense of body in space has evolved 

over time.  Great evolutionary changes have also taken place regarding our understanding of 

the human mind.  As the futurist writer Ray Kurzweil believes that with the rapid pace by 

which we are evolving and the increasing amount of data we can transmit, it will only be a 

matter of time before we can transmit copies of ourselves in digital format.  This 
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transmission means not the mere communication of representational images of ourselves, 

but of our entire neural patterning communicated through a network:   

A more challenging but also ultimately feasible scenario will be to scan someone’s 

brain to map the locations, interconnections, and contents of the somas, axons, 

dendrites, presynaptic vesicles, and other neural components.  Objectively, when we 

scan someone’s brain and reinstantiate their personal mind file into a suitable 

computing medium, the newly emergent “person” will appear to other observers to 

have very much the same personality, history, and memory as the person originally 

scanned.  Interacting with the newly instantiated person will feel like interacting 

with the original person.  The new person will claim to be that same old person and 

will have a memory of having been that person, having grown up in Brooklyn, 

having walked into a scanner here, and woken up in the machine there.  29

!
Scenarios such as the one Kurzweil describes above might be speculative at this 

point, but there is evidence that even today our knowledge of the mind and the ability for 

machines to replicate it is increasingly apparent.  For example, Dr. Stephen Thaler at 

Imagination Engines, Inc. has successfully developed a fully autonomous robot that builds 

its own brain and learns from scratch using neural network architecture.  What I find most 

intriguing about Thaler’s discoveries is the state of dreaming that the robot exhibits while 

learning about its environment:     
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Rather than carry robots to various world settings and wait for different kinds of 

challenging scenarios to arise in order to enrich their learning experience, IEI’s 

[Imagination Engines, Inc.] robots effectively go to sleep and enter a virtual dream 

world wherein they experience myriad settings and situations against which they 

may pit their accumulating knowledge and creativity. When they awake, they may 

apply their dream state training to the real world, or use such experience to devise 

even more ambitious responses to newly arising environmental scenarios.  30

!
 If robots are becoming capable of mechanically reproducing aspects of the human 

brain, how can we distinguish the properties that make the human mind unique from our 

replicators?  Or more importantly, if the Point of Singularity arrives, the point in time when 

machines become conscious, what will it mean to be human as opposed to being a 

machine?   When examining the history of human achievements, and exploring the 31

possible futures of the human body and mind, I believe one can detect an imbalance of mind 

and body, or stated differently, a shedding of “skin.”  This imbalance causes both the desire 

to move toward harmonizing the body and mind through medicine, while concurrently 

asserting the distinction between the human body and mind.  For me, this paradox reflects 

an anxiety between the pursuit of new technology and the manifestation of applying such 

technology.  These topics of human and technological evolution have influenced and 

partially shaped Disembodied Head in a number of ways.   
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 Throughout Disembodied Head, the viewer could sense the desire for the animated 

heads and headless bodies to unite.  The animated head symbolized not only the human 

mind, but also the mind of the machine. The physical performer was symbolic of the body’s 

struggle to carry out the mind’s will. Through the use of technology, the two worlds of the 

mind/machine and physical/body could interact and create a symbiotic relationship.  Each 

piece of Disembodied Head represented a different struggle as well as a relationship 

between the body and the mind.  

!
Design and Aesthetic Influences:  !

As Mills College Professor Chris Brown stated regarding Disembodied Head, “The 

topic of the estrangement of body and mind is certainly a well-worn path.”   This statement 32

is a valid assessment, but I offer a new and fresh exploration of the significance of the 

concept.  The way I have created new hardware and software, manipulated digital 

information, and worked with live performance to realize an artistic vision offers a new 

perspective on a familiar topic.  As poet Susan Sontag wrote, “To me it is very difficult for 

artists to create new concepts but the greater importance and role of the artist is to interpret 

events in the human consensuses and create unique designs.”  Sontag’s statement holds 33

true because I developed my design from a combination of different artworks that I have 

seen, read about, or performed.  Most of these influences came from my experiences while 

attending the 2003 Kitchen Summer Institute in New York City.  Later in a subsequent fall 
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semester at Mills College I began to process this wealth of information and observations.  

Furthermore, it is important to note that the chronology of my observations in New York did 

not necessarily correlate to the chronology of the different parts of Disembodied Head.   

I got the idea for the overarching structure of Disembodied Head after watching 

Matthew Barney’s Cremaster 3 at the Film Forum in New York City.  Cremaster 3 was the 

final part of a five-part series entitled Cremaster Cycle.   What struck me most was the 34

film’s division into five interrelated parts, each part standing on its own as a cinematic art 

piece.  I also found it fascinating that Barney incorporated other art forms into his final 

presentation of the cycle.  As Nancy Spector has written, “Each chapter of the Cremaster 

project includes not only a film but also related objects, installations, photographs, 

drawings, and an artist’s book.  Collectively, these tell a story, one story, which changes its 

form but not its substance from episode to episode.”  The form of Disembodied Head is 35

very similar to that of the Cremaster Cycle.  Disembodied Head has the same number of 

parts, which do not have to be performed sequentially or even in the same time and space.  

In addition, not all five parts are meant for the stage.   Parts #1 and #5, for example, are 

installation works designed for a gallery or museum setting similar to the presentation of 

sculptural works by Barney.  

At the Summer Kitchen Institute, I was also influenced by the works of my peers: 

Nick Fox-Gieg, Todd Shalom, Christian Croft, and Ben Coolik.  Artist Nick Fox-Gieg, who 

at the time was a graduate student at California Institute of the Arts, was working in the 
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interdisciplinary field of live-interactive animations.  When not occupied by workshops, I 

had the opportunity to look inside his coding techniques for making animations move in 

“real time” using the software Isadora.  I was especially interested in his piece The Little 

Bird of Disaster in which Nick would trigger a bird’s beak to talk based on analyses of the 

input from an analog to digital converter.  The use of the text, the movement of the bird, and 

tragic story of the prophesying bird were an eloquent and compelling integration of 

technologies.  In Disembodied Head, I also used animation and similar programming 

techniques to make the heads react to different analog and digital inputs.  Although I used 

different software (Jitter instead of Isadora), and a human head instead of an animal head, 

the interaction and real time performative aspects of the animation were essential elements 

in both works. 

The other noteworthy influence was E.L.I. (Electro-Linguistic Imaginator) created 

by Todd Shalom, Christian Croft, and Ben Coolike.  E.L.I is heralded as the “first roaming 

poet of the Byte Generation, E.L.I traverses human space recording diverse human 

experiences to translate into his chosen medium; randomly–generated poetry.”  I had the 36

opportunity to witness and aid in E.L.I’s first steps from The Kitchen to the New York 

Public Library at 42nd Street.  Unfortunately, rain and a lack of extension cables did not 

permit E.L.I to travel as far as the library.  Nevertheless, the robot did travel three city 

blocks during which passersby bemusedly observed the computer generated poetry read by 

E.L.I’s synthetic voice.  The anthropomorphic features of E.L.I. and its relationship to the 

viewers influenced the design of Disembodied Head.  Although I use animated heads 

instead of an E.L.I.-like video head, both are presented through the means of technology, in 
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this case the computer. The most significant feature of E.L.I., however, was the expressive 

content of its poetry, something I tried to enhance with the text I wrote for the animated 

talking heads.  

 The quality of the animated heads was very different aesthetically from the 

animations of The Little Bird of Disaster and the video head of E.L.I..  The quality of the 

animations in Disembodied Head was an attempt to partly emulate the animations of 

Richard Linklater’s 2001 film Waking Life.  Despite having only seen preview clips of the 

film before embarking on my animations, I was impressed by their unusual mix of real and 

abstract representations of humans.  In addition, while at the Summer Institute, Linklater 

gave a lecture during which he described filming real people, then afterward animating the 

frames.  This seemed like a good approach for animation, especially for a novice like 

myself, because it introduced the basic form and shapes.  One major difference between 

Linklater’s animations and my own are that the disembodied heads look more pixilated and 

digital than the smooth and warm tones of his animations.  This was done intentionally to 

give the disembodied heads a truly technological look in order to represent not only the 

human mind but also the computer’s “mind.”     

Cremaster Cycle, The Little Bird of Disaster, E.L.I., and Waking Life were global 

influences for the design and aesthetics behind Disembodied Head. Within the individual 

pieces of Disembodied Head, there existed specific influences for specific parts.  For 

example, the use of interactivity with the sensor mat in Disembodied Head #2 and the use of 

the QTVR in Disembodied Head #3 came from observations of classes and lectures at 

Columbia University’s CMC (Computer Music Center).  The use of the sensor mat came 

directly from working with Douglas Repetto and Douglas Geers on a project of mine 
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entitled Sanctuary, commissioned by the performance group Ransom Corp..  Sanctuary was 

an interactive installation appearing within a large-scale multimedia performance.  For this 

installation, I created a geodesic dome with a separate entrance and exit.  As the audience 

entered into the dome, a sensor mat interfaced with a computer and triggered the sound of a 

heart beating for each individual that entered.  As a participant exited the dome, the sound 

of the heartbeat would cease.  Douglas Repetto and Douglas Geers familiarized me with 

sensors and showed me technologies that could be used work cheaply and efficiently. 

 The use of the QTVR and joystick controller in Disembodied Head #3 was also a 

direct influence from Luke DuBois, at that time a student at Columbia University, who is 

now a professor there.  Luke DuBois and video artist Mark McNamara created an 

installation entitled Soundspace Navigator for the Lincoln Center Festival of Electronic 

Music in 2000.  As the program notes stated: “Soundscape Navigator is an experimental 

model for the navigation of a soundscape using a virtual-reality space where there is a direct 

correlation between sound and vision. The installation participant navigates a virtual space 

made up of sonograms laid out as walls in a room. Moving around in the room changes the 

way in which the represented sounds are transposed and spatialized.”   I had the 37

opportunity to observe Luke while he worked on the piece as well as receive advice on how 

to hack a joystick controller and map the X and Y-axes into control data for use in Max/

MSP.  This type of interactivity and the use of three-dimensional video and sound worlds 

through the QTVRS were new skills for me which I used for Disembodied Head #3 as the 

background and control mechanism for the headless performer.  In Soundscape Navigator, 
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the installation incorporated text from Ray Bradbury’s novel Fahrenheit 451, adding a 

narrative quality to the abstract video.  I took an opposite approach to using the technology 

by making video of the “concrete” subjects of cityscapes, and forests. The headless 

performer recited my abstract narrative. 

The performers’ costumes, basic performer gestures, and the absurdity found in 

Disembodied Head #2, #3, and #4, were influenced by a lecture and conversations with 

author RoseLee Goldberg at The Kitchen in 1998.  Included in Goldberg’s talk were 

descriptions of Futurist and Dada Theater performance and art.  In particular I was affected 

by a description and photograph of Hugo Ball reciting the sound poem Karawane in 1916 at 

Cabaret Voltaire (Figure 24).  This photograph was also described by Hugo Ball in 

Goldberg’s book Performance Art: From Futurism to the Present as, 

“on his head he wore ‘a high, blue-and-white-striped witch doctor’s hat’; his legs were 

covered in blue cardboard tubes ‘which come up to my hips so that I looked like an 

obelisk’; and he wore a huge cardboard collar, scarlet inside and gold outside, which he 

raised and lowered like wings.”  I found the image simultaneously absurd, humorous, yet 38

serious.  A similar type of aesthetic can be found in the various parts of Disembodied Head.  

This image also inspired the overly-dramatic costuming of the headless performers in 

Disembodied Head.  The exaggerated neck of the performer reinforced the concept of 

“disembodiness.”  

The most important aspect of the piece is my use of multiple artistic practices such 

as video, animation, music, dance, computer science, engineering, and directing.  If one 
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looks at major developments of the past decade in science and technology, or even new 

political movements such as the advent of groups like Move-On.org and activist bloggers, 

the one thing that seems clear to me is that a combination of different perspectives and 

talents coupled with new technologies have become integral.  At the Symposium on Art and 

Technology 2004 at the University of Utah, speaker Marcos Novack addressed these issues 

through his discussion of transvergence (Figure 25). Marcos defines transvergence art as:  

The clusters of cultural impacts and creative conditions brought about by 

accelerating technological change. This work articulates and explores the realization 

that we are not only witnessing the "convergence" and "divergence" of media, 

disciplines, institutions, and so on, but a much more radical "transvergence" leading 

to widespread epistemic speciation in practically all areas of knowledge and 

expression, and to the continuous emergence of entirely new fields. On a global 

scale, the projects we are most captivated by, and often most highly invested in, are 

projects that no longer progress along expected lines of development, but that are 

instead jumping across diverse and initially mutually alien territories.  39

!
To show how transvergence has influenced my own work, I will first give two 

examples of transvergence.  The first is tranvergence in science; the second is tranvergence 

in art. 

The use of biomimicry by Professor Robert Full Ph.D. and the PolyPedal Laboratory 

at the University of California, Berkeley, is an inspiring example of the possibilities of 
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achieving new ground in interdisciplinary science. Full, a biologist, studies the locomotion 

of animals and then works with a group of computers scientists, engineers, and physicists, 

to create robots that utilize and expand upon their dynamic movements.  His most recent 

example of such investigations has led to the creation of a scansorial robot named RiSE.  

After researching the movement and climbing ability of geckos, Professor Full discovered 

that the toes of a gecko are built from tiny fibers called setae that allow the creature to stick 

to surfaces without being “sticky.”  This gecko “technology” resulted in RiSE as being the 

first autonomous climbing robot currently housed at Stanford University.  RiSE, as the 

name would suggest, can move up vertical surfaces without the aid of ropes or external 

gadgets.   The creation of this robot, and similar bioinspired robots would not be possible 40

without an interdisciplinary approach to science. 

The arts have also broken new boundaries through an interdisciplinary approach to 

creativity.  The GFP Bunny named Alba, by Eduardo Kac, is a perfect example of an artist 

and team of scientists collaborating to generate a live green fluorescent bunny.  This 

“transgenic” artwork has been described by Kac as, “a new art form based on the use of 

genetic engineering to transfer natural or synthetic genes to an organism, to create unique 

living beings.”   Because this piece of art became a large subject of controversy, it was 41

never actually shown in an arts festival in Avignon, France, where it was to be premiered in 
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2000.   Scientists and artists have been collaborating for ages, but what seems apparent in 42

our current place in history is that the scope of the palette from which artists and scientists 

can draw is growing.  In the case of Alba, which was created using genes from a jellyfish, 

technology is expanding the artist’s resources and closing the gap of impossibility.   

Having observed the power of taking an interdisciplinary approach within the arts 

and sciences, I wanted to create an intermedia work that would incorporate different 

elements from arts and technology.  By working with a choreographer, I was able to 

uniformly merge both movement, sound, and video on stage and onscreen.   By meeting and 

observing other electronic artists, I was able to incorporate and expand upon their hardware 

and software techniques.  Ultimately, it would have taken me a lifetime to learn everything 

about each art; therefore, the collaborative approach was the only way Disembodied Head 

could have been realized.   

!
! !
!

!
!
!
!

!
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!!!!
CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION OF DISEMBODIED HEAD 

 As a whole, I think Disembodied Head was successful at intertwining multiple 

disciplines of art into one piece addressing twenty-first century issues pertaining to 

moments of disconnect between mind and body.  I mark the series’ success by the equal 

balance of its concept and its technologies.  During the creation of the work, I never allowed 

for one aspect of the piece to overshadow the other.  Additionally, neither concept nor 

technology alone was the impetus for the project.  Rather, the “transvergence” of both 

concept and technology spawned the final realization of the piece. 

 While creating the piece, I note the many difficulties I had assembling numerous 

pieces of technology into a fully functioning whole.  The largest problem I had to overcome 

was the lack of detailed documentation and instruction on how to make all ends meet.  I 

think this problem can be attributed to two reasons: 1) the technology is new and artists are 

just learning how to utilize them and; 2) when looking through descriptions of past 

intermedia works, one may notice that there is very little written about how to re-create past 

projects.  For these reasons, I chose in this thesis to give a very detailed account of the 

technologies and steps used to incorporate software and hardware into performance and 

installation work.  I hope that this thesis will provide future artists with information that 

could save them time and frustration.  This would allow artists to spend more time refining 

their work and making new innovations.   

 I also intend for this thesis to present insight into my own interests in conceptual 

questions facing humans as we advance and evolve with technology.  I certainly do not 
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believe it is necessary to address these issues or incorporate them into music or art in order 

to achieve a “good” work.  However, I do find that cutting edge work has to address the 

contemporary terrain that we inhabit.  As technology redefines the very landscape in which 

we live, art also has the opportunity to observe and redefine its own discipline.  I think one 

way to achieve this is through collaboration and integration, thereby opening up the 

resources and knowledge of many individuals and technologies.  Part of the reason why I 

chose intermedia work to address these issues was because of the inherent problems in more 

traditional structures and methodologies.  For example, the roles of the composer 

composing, the conductor conducting, the performer performing, and the audience listening, 

did not allow me to fully express the roles and relationships of technology, body, and mind.  

In Disembodied Head, I allowed for the performer and/or technology to direct aspects of the 

piece.  This interaction was important because the performer embodied the very essence of 

the concept.  Thus, the performer was not merely acting out the demands of a director, but 

also taking charge of his or her own personal experiences with the piece.   

 In Disembodied Head #1, and most notably #5, I used the work’s foundation in 

installation to approach the audience/artwork relationship in a new and refreshing way.  As 

seen in Disembodied Head #5, the participant played a vital role in the outcome of the work.  

The interaction between both the participant and the installation exemplified the very issues 

of control, interaction, and humanness associated with technology that we, as humans, face 

on a daily basis.  This would not have been possible to express in this amplitude with a 

more traditional model to music-making (the aforementioned conductor method) or art-

making (traditional painting presented on a gallery wall).   
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 I also chose intermedia work for its expanding array of resources and knowledge to 

choose from.  The expanding resources are a result of our minds’ will or desire to extend 

into new physical and virtual forms.  As an artist, I would argue that this development has 

led to an expansion of my own capabilities in turning imagination into reality.  However, I 

still question how the evolving definition and idea of the human body is affecting the 

perception of my natural self.  My natural body does not seem to be progressing in the same 

way, or to have the same potential as I give credit to my thoughts.  As a matter of fact, even 

activities such as staying up late tonight staring at the computer to finish this thesis seem 

physically burdening.  My eyes have a hard time staying focused on the bright monitor and 

my fingers and wrists are sore from typing, yet my mind wants to keep on task.  To 

overcome such limitations in the future, there may be a way to bypass the discomforts of 

my natural human body by adding retinal video screen implants or virtually inputting my 

thoughts into Microsoft Word.  I wonder if I would miss the version of self I’ve grown 

accustomed to, with its limitations and abilities.  Or would I be willing to sacrifice it in 

order explore otherwise seemingly impossible artistic visions?                

!
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Figure 1. Disembodied Head #1, 2003. Installation: Prieto Lab, Mills College, Oakland, California.

Figure 2. Disembodied Head #2, 2004. Performance: Concert Hall, 
Mills College, Oakland, California.
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Figure 3. Disembodied Head #3, 2004. Performance: Concert Hall, 
Mills College, Oakland, California.

Figure 4. Disembodied Head #4, 2005. Performance: Concert Hall, 
Mills College, Oakland, California.
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Figure 5. Disembodied Head #5, 2004. Installation: 
California College of the Arts, Oakland, California.



Where did my body go? (Repeats) !
I am wishing I could go to Wal-Mart. 
My processor indicates that it is only 1.2 miles from the wall socket in which I am plugged into. 
I have many desires.  
I would like to purchase and consume eggnog for Christmas; however, my circuits do not 
allow for liquid interaction.  
Besides I have no way of getting to the Wal-Mart unless I can get the proper type of power 
generator.  
These are some of the hardships that I endure not having a body.  
Body, I am sad.  !
I am sad  
Where did my body go?  
Where did my body go go go go 
I am sad  !
I am sad that I cannot be a ballerina. 
I cannot do an arabesque. 
I do not have a leg to move. 
I cannot do an entrechat. 
I cannot do a fouette. 
I am sad I cannot do a grand jeté. 
My microprocessor capability does not extend from my plastic hardware. 
My movable parts are limited to the mouse and keyboard. 
I cannot pirouette. 
For that matter, I cannot wear a tutu or put on a pair of pointe shoes. 
My computer mainframe does not have ten toes. 
I cannot even dress myself or my CPU with a tutu because I don’t have a tutu because I cannot go to 
the store to purchase the tutu. !
Have you seen my body? 
I can’t find my body. 
My body where did it go go go  
Where did my body go?  !
One day I had a dream that I was swimming in Lake Champlain. 
The water was cold and a small lake trout brushed up against my monitor. 
In my dream two fishermen were surprised that I did not sink to the bottom of the lake.  One of the 
fishermen had put a live worm on a hook and cast his fishing pole in the general direction that I was 
swimming. 
It was then that I woke up from the dream and I realized that I was still in the computer pod. 
I am not sure what cold water feels like and I have never been swimming as far as my 
memory banks have been upgraded. 
One day a college student was looking at a JPEG of a sailboat and I thought that it is just a 
matter of time before a computer such as myself can set sail into the sunset. 
Scientists say that wind is like electrons that are flowing through our mainframes. !
Where did my body go? !
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Figure 6. Disembodied Head #1, text of the singing heads.
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0, bass 1 laaaa 60. 100. 1 tenor 1 laaaa 60. 100. 1 alto 1 laaa 60. 100. 1 soprano 1 laaa 60. 100. 1; 
1, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
2, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
3, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
4, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
5, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
6, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
7, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
8, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
9, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
10, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
11, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
12, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
13, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
14, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
15, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
16, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
17, bass 1 did 48. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
18, bass 1 did 48. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
19, bass 1 where 51. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
20, bass 1 did 48. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
21, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
22, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
23, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 63. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
24, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
25, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
26, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
27, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 63. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
28, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
29, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
30, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 63. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
31, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
32, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 63. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
33, bass 1 my 48. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 60. 140. 1 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 72. 140. 2; 
34, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
35, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
36, bass 1 my 48. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 60. 140. 1 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 72. 140. 2; 
37, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 2 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
38, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
39, bass 1 my 48. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 60. 140. 1 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 72. 140. 2; 
40, bass 1 my 48. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 60. 140. 1 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 72. 140. 2; 
41, bass 1 my 51. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 63. 140. 1 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 75. 140. 2; 
42, bass 1 my 52. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 63. 140. 1 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 75. 140. 2; 
43, bass 1 where 48. 100. 2 tenor 0 where 48. 100. 1 alto 0 where 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 where 48. 100. 2; 
44, bass 1 did 51. 100. 2 tenor 1 did 60. 100. 1 alto 0 did 48. 100. 2 soprano 0 did 48. 100. 2; 
45, bass 1 my 48. 140. 2 tenor 1 my 60. 140. 2 alto 0 my 48. 140. 2 soprano 1 my 72. 140. 2; 
	
 !

!! !
!
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Figure 8. Disembodied Head #1, code for singing heads.



Where are you going? 
Wait, come back 
Please I need you 
no 
wait 
really 
I need you 
Please comeback to me 
wait 
don't run away 
we are one together 
please 
no 
no 
no 
wait 
no 
I mean please 
I can't live without you 
We are one 
I love you 
I love you so much 
please 
no 
don't run 
I love you 
I mean 
no 
wait 
please 
I need you 
I need your body 
We share so much 
wait 
no 
no 
please 
don't run away from me 
 

no 
please 
no 
please stop running 
just stop running 
no 
I love you 
don't leave me 
don't run 
where are you going? 
Please stop 
Come back 
Come back 
Come back to me 
I need you 
I would do anything for you 
no 
please 
stop running 
just stop 
don't go 
I need your body 
We are one 
I love you 
I love you 
No don’t 

���lxiii

Figure 9. Disembodied Head #2, text for speaking head.



!
 !!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!
'{$STAMP BS2}!
noteonbyte ! con 144!
noteoffbyte ! con 128!
controller ! con 176!
bend ! ! con 224!
note ! ! var !byte!
velocity !var! byte!
channel ! var! byte!
fsr  var   byte!
temp  var   word!!
loop:        !
high 1!
pause 1!
rctime 1, 1, fsr!
if fsr < 25 and fsr > 10 
then noteON!
if fsr > 26 or fsr < 10 then 
noteOFF!
noteON:!
note = 127!
gosub controlOut!
goto loop!
noteOFF:!
note = 0!
gosub controlOut!
goto loop!!
controlOut:!
serout 11, 12, 0, 

[controller + channel, note, 
velocity]!
return! !

���lxiv

Figure 10. RC Time Circuit Diagram. By Richard Fitzpatrick, 5/19/2002, <http://
farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/302l/lectures/node89.html>.

Figure 11. Basic Stamp II Code.

http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/302l/lectures/node89.html
http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/302l/lectures/node89.html
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Figure 13. Vertical curvature of a three-dimensional dome. Eric W. Weisstein. "Zenith." From 
MathWorld--A Wolfram Web Resource. <http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Zenith.html>.

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/zenith.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/zenith.html
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Figure 14. Disembodied Head #3, Max/MSP/Jitter patch.
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Figure 17. Page from “Detailed Score for 7 Headless Dancers," 2005. By Pauline Jennings.



APRIL: !
Where is my foot? 
I cannot find you. 
The lawyer will not allow me to sign the divorce papers 
without my arm and hand.  
I guess that means we are stuck with each other.   
But where did you go? 
I cannot find you. 
This way  
come back 
Where is my shoulder? 
Where is my elbow? 
Where is my finger? 
I am missing you 
you seem to not be there 
let us be one 
be together with me 
come closer 
this way. 
I know I don't have to worry about finding a place to get 
the flu shot but I would rather get the flu then sit hear 
reading cnn.com all day. The pictures are so horrific, I 
feel so hopeless watching the news.   
Over here 
please  
wait 
no 
over here. 
Where are you going? 
Why are you leaving me? 
Stop 
wait  
please  
no 
this way 
I love you 
please. 
Where is my foot? 
I cannot feel my body 
wait  
we should be one together 
I love you 
over here 
a little closer  
we need each other 
we are so close  
a little closer 
be with me 
wait 
no 
no 
over this way 
I love you 
I miss you. 
Without you I am lost like a needle in a haystack.   
There are so many models that look similar to me but 
the flesh and bones of my body have a unique set of 
DNA unlike any other.  Come back bones, come back 
spine, come back genetic code. 
Where is my body? 
Where did it go? 
What am I doing? 
Where am I going? 
I have lost my body. 
I want my body back. 
I am lost without you. 

I am incomplete. 
I need my body. !
CLAIRE: !
Where is my knee? 
I cannot find it. 
Where is my body? 
Maybe over here. 
Where is my leg? 
It is raining outside and I cannot hold up an umbrella.  
Please body help protect my circuits from the cold 
water.   
Where is my wrist? 
I am missing you. 
Let's be one 
be together with me 
come closer 
a little closer 
over here 
please  
wait 
just a little closer 
over here. 
Where are you going? 
Why are you leaving me? 
Stop 
wait  
please.  
I can see all of the bright colors of the fruits and 
vegetables at the grocery store online  
but I cannot drive a car and pick out the produce.   
Please help me body, you need the protein. 
This way 
I love you 
please. 
Where is my hip? 
I cannot feel my hip. 
Wait  
we should be one together 
I love you 
over here 
a little closer  
we need each other 
be with me 
wait 
no 
please 
over this way 
I love you 
I miss you. 
Where is my body? 
Where is my stomach? 
When I am on the Internet I can imagine that walking on 
the Rivera would be pleasurable.   
However, body, we need your legs to see the sunset and 
stick our toes into the sand. 
What am I doing? 
I have lost my body. 
I am lost without you. 
I am incomplete. 
DENA: !
Where is my foot? 
I cannot find you. 
Where is my arm? 
I am missing you. 
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Figure 18. Disembodied Head #4, text for talking heads.



Where is my hand? 
Where is my leg? 
Legs come back to me.   
You keep running away like a chicken with its head cut 
off.  This is not a pretty site. 
Be together with me 
come closer 
over here 
wait 
no 
over here. 
Where are you going? 
Stop 
wait  
please 
over here 
this way. 
Why are you leaving me? 
I love you 
please. 
Where is my arm? 
I cannot feel my body 
wait  
we should be one together. 
I love you 
over here 
a little closer 
this way  
we need each other 
we are so close  
a little closer 
be with me 
wait 
no 
over here. 
One day I went to a party at a friends house but the cops 
came and maced everyone in the house.   
Of course the mace did not affect me but I could not run 
out of the house so I was arrested and thrown in jail.   
Body where were you? I thought you would bail me out. 
Over this way 
no over here 
don't leave me 
I love you 
I miss you. 
Without you I cannot leave the college campus. This is a 
unfortunate because the computer pod has a musty smell 
and gets lonely.  Lets run away body, and get upgrades 
together. 
Where is my body? 
Where did it go? 
What am I doing? 
Where am I going? 
I have lost my body. 
I want my body back. 
I am lost without you. 
I am incomplete. 
Where is my body? 
Where did it go? !
JASON: !
I am missing you. 
Where did my body go? 
Let us be one. 
Body be together with me. 

I can detect fires with my sensors but I cannot jump out 
of the window without the help of my body.  Please 
body, for heavens sake, be one with me so we do not get 
second degree burns. 
Where is my foot? 
I cannot find you. 
Where is my arm? 
Where is my leg? 
Where is my hand? 
Come closer 
this way 
over here 
please  
wait 
no 
over here. 
Where are you going? 
Why are you leaving me? 
Just in case we blow a fuse we will need to work 
together to find the circuit breaker box outside near the 
shed. Without your help you will freeze from the winter 
cold and I will not be able maintain our Friendster 
account.  
I love you 
please 
Where is my arm? 
I cannot feel my body. 
Wait  
we should be one together 
I love you. 
Where did you go? 
Where is my body? 
I like having guests over to the house but it is to filthy to 
invite anyone over. Please body, come back and do the 
house chores. 
Over here 
a little closer  
we  
need  
each  
other 
we are so close.  
The dog keeps barking at me to take him for a walk.   
However, this is not possible because I cannot unplug 
myself, put on his leash, and take him outside.  I guess I 
will have to stay put and hope he doesn't shit on the 
carpet.   
A little closer 
be with me 
stop 
wait  
please  
no 
this way 
wait 
no 
no. 
Virtual dating is o.k. but if I had an arm I could hold 
your hand and give you flowers for Valentine's Day. 
Over this way 
I love you 
I miss you. 
When the manufacturer was trying to retrieve data off of 
my external hard drives I felt like I was missing hours of 
my life. 
Where is my body? 
Where did it go? 
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Figure 18 (cont). Disembodied Head #4, text for talking heads.



Please come back to me. 
I miss you. 
I love you. 
I need you. 
Where did my body go? !
PAULINE: !
I cannot feel my body. 
Wait 
Where are you going?  
We should be one together. 
I love you 
over here 
this way 
no  
over here. 
Where is my foot? 
I am missing you. 
One day I had a dream that we were picking 
strawberries and the sun was shinning.  Usually my 
body is warm from the radiation of the electric 
transistors sending signals through my mainframe.  
Instead I would like to feel the warmth of my body 
searching through the fields for the perfect berry. 
Body be with me 
let us be one 
be together with me 
come closer 
this way 
over here 
please  
wait 
over here. 
Where are you going? 
Why are you leaving me? 
stop 
wait 
no  
over here  
please  
no 
I cannot find you. 
Where is my arm? 
Where is my leg? 
Where is my finger? 
Body over here 
this way 
I love you 
please 
a little closer  
we need each other 
we are so close 
this way.  
I have memorized all of the choreography of the 
Nutcracker but I still long for the day when I perform 
dance of the snow flake queen. 
Body a little closer 
be with me 
wait 
please. 
I know you say your back is sore but I would rather feel 
the pain then stay inside watching Montel on television. 
Body over this way 
come to me 
I love you 
I miss you 

Where is my body? 
Where did it go? !
SEAN: !
Where is my foot? 
I cannot find you. 
Where is my arm? 
Where is my leg? 
Where is my hand? 
I am missing my hand. 
I am missing my body. 
Body you are not here with me. 
Let  
us  
be  
one. 
Be one together with me.  
Maybe one day we can go hiking to the ocean and dip 
our toes into the blue water.  My head is not waterproof 
so we will have to use our real flesh and bones. 
Come closer 
this way 
over here 
please  
wait 
no 
over here. 
Where are you going? 
Why are you leaving me? 
Stop 
wait  
please  
no 
this way 
I love you 
please. 
Where is my arm? 
I cannot feel my body. 
Wait  
we should be one together 
I love you. 
I would like to go ice skating and race around the ice 
skating rink.  However right now I feel like I am sliding 
away from you on a cold winter day. 
Over here 
a little closer  
we need each other 
we  
are  
so  
close  
be closer to me 
be with me 
wait 
no 
no 
over this way 
I love you 
I miss you. 
I wish I could go marching with you in the parade but 
my extension chord will not reach union square. 
Where is my body? 
Where did it go? 
I am lost without my body. 
Please  
come back 
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Figure 18 (cont). Disembodied Head #4, text for talking heads.



I cannot play soccer if I cannot find my foot. There is no 
point in wearing shoes if I have no feet.  Body I can help 
you score the winning goal.  We need to play as a team. 
We need each other 
please  
no 
this way 
I love you 
please. 
Where is my arm? 
I am missing you. 
You are not here with me. 
Where is my body? 
Come this way 
come to me  
please 
stop running that direction 
come here 
I need you. !
SHAWN: !
Where is my body? 
Why are you leaving me? 
Where are you running? 
stop 
wait  
please  
I am lost without you 
this way 
no 
over here 
I love you 
body this way 
over here 
a little closer. 
I have many songs floating around in my head that I 
would like to play.  However, without to arms and 
fingers I cannot implement the finger picking guitar 
style that would sound impressive in concert. 
I am missing you. 
You seem to be lost. 
Let us be one 
be together with me 
come closer 
this way 
over here 
please  
wait 
over here 
no 
this way. 
Where are you going? 
Where is my toe? 
I cannot feel my body 
wait  
we should be one together 
I love you. 
Where is my foot? 
I cannot find you. 
I can batch process alterations to your photographs all 
day long but I cannot bake a pie to save my life. 
Where is my arm? 
Where is my leg? 
Where is my hand? 
Over here. 

Because email gets boring I would like to write a hand 
written letter from time to time. 
Over here 
a little closer  
we need each other 
we are so close  
a little closer 
be with me 
I have dreamt that we could climb Mount Everest 
together.  The first step in this challenge is finding 
where my body is. 
Body over this way 
I love you 
I miss you 
Where is my body? 
Where did it go? !
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Figure 18 (cont). Disembodied Head #4, text for talking heads.
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Figure 19a. Disembodied Head #4, Max/MSP patch.

Figure 19b. Disembodied Head #4, Max/MSP/Jitter patch.
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Figure 20. Disembodied Head #4, Max/MSP/Jitter patch.
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Figure 21. Disembodied Head #4, Max/MSP patch.
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Figure 23. Graph taken from Occupational Outlook Handbook 2004-2005 Edition by U.S. 
Department of Labor, <http://www.bls.gov/oco/oco2003.html>.

http://www.bls.gov/oco/oco2003.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oco/oco2003.htm
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Figure 26. Alba, fluorescent bunny, by Eduardo Kac. Photo by Crystelle Fontaine.
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